FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The North American Lake Management Society (NALMS) publishes a new issue of
Lake and Reservoir Management (LRM)
Madison, WI - April 2012 - NALMS is proud to announce, in collaboration with Taylor & Francis, the first
issue of the28th volume of the International Journal Lake and Reservoir Management released on April 9,
2012.
Published since 1984, LRM issues original, peer-reviewed and previously unpublished studies relevant to
lake and reservoir management. Papers address the management of lakes and reservoirs, their
watersheds and tributaries, along with the limnology and ecology needed for sound management of
these systems. Published in cooperation with Taylor & Francis four times a year, LRM ownership and
editorial control continues to reside with NALMS. This newest issue of LRM includes papers on
controlling Wolffia using Alum, modeling surface flow in Lake Pontchartrain, Sediment P flux in an
Oklahoma reservoir, keystone species and hydroclimate, biotic integrity in decadal analysis and multiple
papers that address Florida Lakes.
Since 2009 NALMS has partnered with Taylor & Francis, a publishing house and marketing firm, to move
LRM to the next level. NALMS’ partnership with Taylor & Francis has been a positive step for both
parties, creating more exposure and reach for LRM through Taylor & Francis’ extensive marketing,
online platform, and distribution networks, while adding another significant and leading title to the
Taylor & Francis Environmental Science portfolio. LRM subscription is included with professional,
organizational and student NALMS membership or through Taylor and Francis directly.
About the North American Lake Management Society
The North American Lake Management Society (NALMS) is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization. Founded
in 1980, NALMS’ focus is on lake management for a wide variety of uses. The focus is lakes, but the
medium is water which defies governmental boundaries, human ownership, and even physical form
making it necessary to address land use and other issues on a watershed level. As such NALMS is
involved in land, streams, wetland and even estuaries as lakes are a logical endpoint in these systems.
NALMS primary function is educational guided by the mission to forge partnerships among citizens,
scientists, and professionals to foster the management and protection of lakes and reservoirs for today
and tomorrow. NALMS is a melting pot in terms of membership, and welcomes anyone interested in
lakes and lake management.
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